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Study of the Developmfht of Classroom,Routines
and AcademicTerformance Expectations

In Three Tenth Grade Classrooms

by

Reg Hinely
Gerald Ponder

s -

Conventional i dem has long recognized the need for strileture and rder,

/.
the secondary sch until

Cilristmas" and "Start off hard, you can always Rase u0
/
later on"'are commode

/
advice to beginning teachers and thi advice is aaind cator/of concern among

tedchers for controlling the flow of activities{ in the clissroom. It is.selfr
.6

-:evident to-ankone who has spirit time in seCohdary.sChools that teachers vary
.

widely in their,-ability to ijo whatever "is necessary to create a productive and'

Orderly class..

body- of research evidence is gradtially being .accumulated.that attests

to the importance of establishing classroom. routines. To this' point, ,mOst of
-

the attention has been directed to the eledentary school. EmMer and- Evertson

(1980) co tired the beginning of school behaviors of two 0-oups of teachers with

initially comparable classes who were 11.1hly. -differentiated on their management

effectiveness later- in the school year'. They found striking .differences in

initial behaVior nanagment

The more effective managers had a workable system of rules and
procedures which they tau§ t

several weeks. They monitor_- their students carefully, and did
1% their students during the first

not "turn them loose" without -- reful' directions. They ,did not appear
to treat inappropriate behavior differently than the less effective
managers, but they stopped it sooner;.. Consequences of appropriate
and unappropriate -behavior were clearer in their clasSrooms and were
applied more consistently. Thus these teachers ,.es'tiiblished their
credibility early .and they were predictable.. Emmer A Evertson,
1980,, p. 220.)

I*



'41ingpr 1979_ his study of.te4cher planning, suggetted that use of

routines can. increase the effectivenbss.of-in-dlaSs time by increasing the

stability of actIvities-and-therefore-increasing their predictability and that

the use of routines also redutes- the time lost to interruptiob. TikUnoff

and Ward observed three fourth.grade teachers for seven weeks-and found that

much time was spent_by these teachers on rule setting,.in.sanctioning be-

havior and in socializing the students into the teacher's system of rules and

procedures. After reviewing research on claistromstructuring and teacher

methods, FvertSon a6dAamUert (1977) concluded that an optimal.amountf teacher

control in classroOm.structUrmg would iiicrease time-on-task, dedrease time

wasted through misbehavior and organiiational activities and thus increase

student achievement.

At the junior high school level Markowitz and Hayman (1976) compared be-

ginning teachers with teachers voted "best" by students. The differences

found between the two grOups were establishMent of control at th6,beginni g

.the schooiyear, setting of expectations,ACademic reinfOrcement and behavior

control. Using data obtained In the Junior High Classroom Organization Study,

Sanford and Evertson (1980) didcase studies of threP teachers selected because

of thetrvarying. managerial effectiveness and found differences in the areas of

teaching rules and procedures, consistency of. enforcement and feedback,,clarity,

knowlegNe and understanding of-students students' accountability, for their Work,.

time useand class routines, standards for student behavior and m intaining-a

leadership role. They stated that these findings are consisten with those of

the larger study.'

Purpose

The purpose. of the present study is to describe some ways three,tenth-

.grade English teachert In a suburban school district established procedural' and

academic-routines at the beginning of a school year.



procedures'

'Two:clas'ses of each of three teachers were video.-taped for the first ten
, -

theSchool- year. Theseteachers---ihad been Tselected---lbyTthe di strict's-

-,EfiglishConSaltaint a4cor-ding:.wcriteria:specifie4-::W:the :researchers. These

criteria were that the teachers should be tdachin9 the s.ate subject at the same

grade level to. students of Comparable:ability:and-that they be confident enough

of their own abilities that they would ,not be'threatened by.extensf(le observa-

tion during the first two weeks of ,the sChool.year. The teachers selected Were

from the same building and their claarcioms were all in the same. area One was. /_

,
.

-the department chairperson and th
,,

ho en teachers taught from' the same materials'

and often planned together. All three-were:rated by the consultant and the

building principaras excelleA ( eathe s.

Since the study was explore in nature, no a priori system was established'
.

for the analysis of the video : Doyle (197) has suggested that looking

for "regularities" - events that a ,e repeated over and over and "anomalies" -

surpriSes, or events that don't seem to fit standard behavior patterns - is, a

useful way to discovePthe bis-c structure of a classroom. Ip order to de ="

rtermine if there were, indee differences among the three teachers in how: they
. ,

. went , about the proc s of esiabliShing Oontdnt and.procedUral routine the

-were viewed -in equence:- 'Thats, all three teachers' first day tapes were

a* .

. examined' then thef, r second day ,-.etc'.-

From this first, impressionittic, analysis it was apparent that there

were 'differences not only in how these three teachers conducted their classes,.

but in the resultant teicherttudent relationships and overall class climate.

,Fromithis initial analysis- thirteen relatively defined categories of behaviors

were derived. Thee categories of behavior are described .elow.



1. Procedural - All statements by the teacher telling students how to do

something related to routine or to content. This included suchthings

-as filling out attendance cards, heading on papers, 40ing-aSSignments,

etc.

Content.-- All statements and questions about content that ireAnstruc

titinal rather than procedural.

Behavior - All statements concerned with acceptable-and unacceptable

behavior in the classroom such as respect for property-, raising hands,

terdfes',.etc.

Desists - Teacher-statements and/or actions designed to halt or to

reprimand students for unacceptable behavior.

5 Accountability Statements by the teacher: that indicate the things for

which the students would be held - responsible.

Student Talk

I. Procedure - Student questions or commen s concerning procedures

followed.

Content - Student questiens or comments about content.

Interactions

1. Teacher-initiated interactions with an individual student.

2. Student-initiated interaction with the teacher.

Activities

I. Seat Work-Procedure - Students working at .their desk --on sOme7task not

.,
related to content. Examples would be filling out attendance recordi,+

covering text boOkS, fi ing papers,in notebooks, etc.

2. Seat work: related to

3. Group work.

4 ! No Task - Students "just sitting," with no apparent assignment.



In Order,tc(redute the sixty hourS-Of videotaped 'data; more manageable

ach tape was viewed :in five minute-segMents--Atthe end pf each five

minute period, -.tie _jog was stopped and a brief. narrative was written' with em---

phasis on these thirteen categories. In cases of uncertainty the tape was re-

played
AI

to check the accuracy of the nrrative. The final step in the data

reduction process-was to go through the written-narrative,.tallying'each of
,

the behaviors that occurred in each.fivebinute segment.

What resultedas a time sampling of each of the categories that had heeni
-AP

(

identified in the initial viewing. The pertfitages of the total of the five

minute segment -in- which each of these behavibA appeared are presented in table.

Lt should be noted that. this does not represent total amount of time or number

of occuroences. This is simply a time sampling and whether the teacher made a

brief comment about the procedure or whether she talked for (be entire segment

a. single tally would be made. Several different categories of behavior could

occur in 'a single segment. The average number of behavior categories per segment

were 3.54 fOrteacher:A, 3.09 for teacher B and 2.34 for teacher C.

Discussion_

It i ,obviousthat there,waS considerable variance in n .of the thirteen

behavior categories, Much of this variance can be explained by differences in

the kind of learning activities used. The predominant learning activity used-by-,

teacher A was a kind-of recture - recitation based:almost exclusively on the

exercises . in the textbook.- This was supOlemented by some seatwork, once again

usually taken from the textbook, Teather B made much,use of the overhead pro-

Jettor as 'a focal point for instruction, her assignments,' while covering the

same general contest as teacher A,,consisted of-having students generate words

and original sentences. Within the first week she had students critiquing each
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others' work in pairs and moved from. here intd group work. Teaher C relied

almost exclusively-on seatwork,- some of which was Orected toward answering-

opinion questions, some focused on content related worksheets and spme on

reading assignments.

Since the fOcuS of this study was to:describe' hoWAeachers establish :

procedural routines, the categories of particular interest were: (1) teachers'
-

procedural statements; -(2) teachers' statements concerning student *behavior; :

3) desists, and 0) student questions concerning procedure

the classrooms in each of these behaviors are presented below.

`Differences among

One-keY-for deiel-Mining each tea'cher's success in.:establishing routines
-

was the category of desists. Though noinferentialtatistiCs,were used,:the
.

percentage of segments in which Cher eader deflsted students one or more times.,

was quite different., Not only did- the numbers, of desists vary but there was an

obvious qualitative difference in the nature and length of desists.- Of -the

eight segMents in. which teacher B desistedstudents all but one consisted of a

restively soft "sh:" For teacher C the fiVe desi's consisted of 2 "sh s,
-.

non-verbal desists and one reprimand. Teacher -A's'dOistS, Werelongerl

several times there.Was.-more than-. one .desist per segment and.many7of the desists

were .characterized by threats.. For example,onthe first day, "Ladles control

yourselves in the back," on the secondj day "Geitlemen and this does mot refer

to all of you, I will have it quiet when you come in here. ± If not, you will not

be going to lunch." :Later in the week, don't .thinkyou all understand. I'M

. not going to put up with this noise not at all - not one bit.";.,,Unlike teathers
s

B:and Cthe number of segMents 'in which desists occurred in teacher- A;s class-
,

did net decrease with the passage of time.

Repeated -viewings of the tapes Suggested that the differences. -found in the'

behaviors of the students as Measured b the-number of :desists could be explifijict

by difference's the. categories ,of teacher orocedurAT statements, and student.-



Procedural questions_, --teacher CandfeWerSegMentS in,whith_She madepProcedura

...,_

stateMents. This accounted for primarily by-theOrePenderence-of.seatWOrk

'activity in her class. The. nature'bf-hei procedural statements were quite

to:those. of teacher B and so the discUsionthatf011oWs will-deal'
- .

PriMr ly with the qualitative,differenees..betWeen the _procedural comments of

t6achers A and B.

It will.be noted that during this first two Weeks of school both teachers

A_. and B made procedural statements - gave some directi-on or instruction about hoW

to do things.- in three out of every four segMents. Therefore, if Procedural-

statements explain some of the differences in classroom behavior among these

.classes the'differencet would have to be in the- _quality rather:than the'quantity

Orthe statements. The prOcedural statements of teacher B seemed to be character-

ized by clarity' detail, rationale, and, accountability. An example can be fOOnd

on the very first day _ clasp, The teacher told the students that they must buy

a loose leaf notebook for their English class. She explained why it must be-

looS'e leaf rather than spiral/and held ura-noteboOk as an example. She told

the students that ail.clas.Swork must beAeptin the-notebOok and must heir'

chronologidal order. The'notebook was'to be taken up each six weeks-And:Would
. .

count as a daily grade.- She told the stOdentS that everyOnepouTdmike:.an A*.

on the notebook if theyjait put pap' rs-ih each -day. On.the last day-of tapes

(the. tenth day of class) the teacher took .0 part .of theclass- period to check

-,the students' notebooks tell them'everything that should be in it, the proper

brder of papers and how-to make corrections on papers. As an example of the

details,of organization, students were to make their corrections' on a clean-sheet

of paper so that' when the,Corrections were put in the notebook they would be

facing'the original paper and the-teacherwould noehave to turh'the page to

check the corrections. A total of about fifteen minutes was spend' On explana

tion and practice on notebook procedures.



'In contrast; When teacher A was going over school'puliciesp she told students

that7the policies book was to be. put In their notebook. .At that point:she; e

pThined, that they were to bily a loose leaf notebook for their-. English cl ass.; The .

entire eiplanation lasted, leis than 15. seconds. Several times ih the remaining

nine class days the teacher would s-ay that an assigitment was to be--putin the..
notebook' but no systematic explanation of Oa puypase of the notebook or ,the

kinds of things to g was Ili ven

One other example-will ilrustrate the diffei4ence in pro edu e this time

with a content assignment on day 4. ;reacher B followed her usual procedure o

walking around the classroom as'she talkect. She told students.te.get a

clean sheet of paper, put a full heading:, arid title the paper "Noun List."

She turned on an overhead projector drat contained the instructions long with

several: categories into whithhounscould'he'placed.- Examples of categories.,

ihtluded:- places where you:Would; rather -be right -ow- .things 1c-ati see from, my

window, and so forth. 'She told students to select fur categories and write.five-

nouns in e-atii f the categories. She reminded them to watch their shelling and
=

,capitalization and tald'them to use a-dictiOnarY-if there was any doubt.

Students working on the:assignMen th'po questiohs. The teacher

interrupted in et few minutes to tell the-students that 'they were to- -brig theSe

noun lists to class the' next 'day, end, since it was time for the belj, they-,

were to get readyteleave. The next day, the teacher pointed at Wrs of

students and told them that they were partners. She then told them -to trade
r

noun l ists wl th their partner and to classify each noun as common, proper,

abstract, telling whether or not the noun was compound. .They.were to. write
0

the classification beside the noun. One Student asked-.a procedural question
7r,

end the teacher explained and-gave an example.- -With'no'More questiont students

began to work.



In contrast°, telcher A gave a. homework assignment:on the third day .of
.

class. Repeated viewings ofthe,ta0 did not provide A clear understanding

the natureof the. assignment._ 'The students were to write some kinds of

composition containing descriptive adjectives:: 'There were numerous- procedural

questionsfrom the students during the next two five-minute segments. These

inaludeth "What should we wrj-te.on?" "Do you Gant a paragraph -or Just,

sentences?% "Do you want: us to underline the adjectives ? ", "Is this to-be

done 'tonight?" etc.

Discussion

'

10

Three teachersirr very similar teaching situations exhibited pronounced

differences-.in the procedures-androbtines tney established fbr teaching tenth

grade English. The quantative data, -while Y highlight some of these differences
,

are. insufficitnt to explain the differehti 1 effects as indicated by the differ-

ences among the teachers with respect to the number of desists and statements

"b.

abObt behavior. Whencombined with a qualitative analysis the data at least

-S'Oggest.some-hy0OtheSes-aboUt theestabi shment.of clafsroom routines at-the

senior high school level.

Good (1977), Mehan (1974), Yinger (1979), and others have documented the

emphasis placedonthe establishment of routines in the early elementary-school.-

The Texas Junior high School studies (Sanford & Evertson,_ 1980) have shown that

middle-or Junior high school- teachers also spend time teaching routines. The

data from-this study suggest that there .maybe little actual teaching of

utineS in the senior high school. With the exception of teacher 134t instrue-
.

tiOnAncI.praCtice in procedures for putting papers in 6 notebook-and making

corrections On'these:paperS there was no planned instruction- on routines. All

three teachers told the.students their expectations concerning hand raising,
. .

entering the room, leaving the room, passing in -papers, headings, etc., but



it was done in such a Way as to suggest that they assumed that the students ,

already knew the routines and thkt they were simply reminding them of them.

High school. teachers: may assume that the students entering their classes.

at the beginning of the year.haye had_from:_eight_to_eleven years ofinstruc-

tion and practice in classroom behavior patterns and therefore they simply

need-tb be told which particular pehoiors are expected in this class. If

this assumption oa.thesiart of the teacher it correct, then the differential.

behavior patterns foundinthe three classes in. this study would have-to be

explained by some factor or factors unique to that class. The possibie

explanations could be a difference in the nature. of the stUdents,' a difference

in the way of telling, or a difference in the students expectations of the

consequences of inappropriate behavior patterns.

There.was nothing in-the student:assignment-plan at that school that would

lead to difference among students assigned to the three teachers. The

teachers.spent.approximately the same amount of time daring the firSt'.two days

going over behavior and activity routines. There were, however, differences in
1

how the teachers went about the telling process. Teacher A went very rapidly

through the school student handbook, reading sections, stressing some as being

important in her room. She then used the same proceSs for her own expectations,

covering several potentially importantroUtines in a singlefive minute segment..

During the remainder,of the two weeks, as a new routine such as headings on

.

papers, handing in papers, etc. was introduced it was given the same cursory

. 'treatment. She frequentlyUsed threats such as detention, lowered grades, etc.

for failure to -conform to.the- prescribe.behavior.

By contrast, teacher B's presentation of classroom procedures 'Idas character-

ized by organization and specificity. Each academic procedural routine .was

explained at length, illustrations were used, and the reasons for the particular

1
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routine were given. ,Students were given a handodt explaining the routines
_

and were frequently reminded during the weeks to follow the prescribed pro-

cedures.

Teacher C dictated her expectations to the students and they were then

placed in:the:students' notebook. Of the three, she spent the least amount

of time explaining routines during the two weeks but had the fewest questions

from students about prodedures. Her exp lanations were clear but the'y were not asl
,

specific as those-of teacher b.

Analyses of-the tapes suggest that:a major'factor accounting for the dif-
.

ferences in' the three classes was the student expectation of the consequences

of behaVior that deviated from the prescribed routines. This is perhaps most

clearly seen in the way in which the three teachers managed unauthorized talking.

Teacher B required students to raise their hands if they Wished to say something

to another student.' On the second day-of class, a girl was talking-. to her

neighbor across the aisle. The teacher asked her if she wished to say some-,

thing. The student said no and stopped talking. AlmaSt immediately she started

talking again. The-teacher went to the student"- desk and talked odietly to her

for a while. The conversation was inaudible on the tape, but it was clear that

the students. talking was the subject of the conversation. This student was not

called down for talking again during the two Weeks. This teacher was the only
=

,

one Who uSed. group work activities during the observational period:and the

.talking in these .activities was quiet and required only -two mild desiSts.

On the first-day-of school, teacher A stated.. that there would be no un-

authorized talking. in i*r class. Many times during the remainder of the tape4

classes she-called down students and the entire class. Statements such as "I

will not haVe thks talking" and "If you wantto go to lunch you had better get

quiet" were made frequently. Threats often accompanied the desists. AHer -class

had the most unauthorized talking and there was no apparent lessening of the

Amount .or volume with the passage' of time,.
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litcheriC thadeno statement to the class about16authorized talking. In/
.fact, abou five minutes before the end of class on the,fir$t day she'told

the students that since they had probably not had a chaece to visit' with

their friends that they could use this time for that purpose.- Unlike other

two classes there was usually a buzz of conversation at the beginning of a

class and the- teacher gave no discernable signal that she..was ready for.class

.to begin. Occasionally students would say "shm when they percieved that class

was about to stert. Just before the teacher began to talk students stpped

talking., They did not talk while the teacher was talking.. However, during

seatwork it was not unusual to see-two or more studentsAalkingquietly. it

was apparent that the teacher was aware of the -talking, but she apparently did
.

not perceive'it -as unauthorized.

Whetherstudents accept and abide by the academia and procedural routines

that a teacher attempts to establish appears, then, to be a function,of.a

variety of factors. -Among those factors are the :Clarity ancrspecificity. with:.

which the routines are presented, the. quality of individual interpersonal

. contacts between teacher:and Stuents, and the hist ry of certain accountability-

for violating procedural routines.

Teacher B appeared to haveixcellentrapport with the students. Shd'smiled
t

and joked, but at the same time-She Communicated to the students that they were

there to work, and that the Consequence .of failure to- comply- were serious.

Students came. into her room and'begancopying the assignment from the board--

even before the tardy bell rang:' She constantly roamed the room, -stopping-and

talking-with individual students at their desks. Her assignments were very de,

tailed and students knew what they would be accountable fOn There was very

little unauthorized talking even -when studehts had finished .an assignment and

had nothing to do. She was able to conduct coMplicated:teaching strategies with

a minimum of confut-lon.
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Teacher C had a very quiet %Oce which she never raised. She, too., moved'

"about the rbom and initiated many contacts with individual students. Her teaching

'procedures- consisted primarily of seatwork activities, many of which\lasted all

period. The attitude of the students appeared:to' be-that they would neverAh'ink

1-

of not doing what Mrs.0 told them.te -do. The tlimate-in'her class was much more

relaxed than either of the other two and.there was much more non-dontent .inter-.

action in her class -duringtiown time. Her directions -to the students were-less

specific, probably due to the simple nature of many of the activities.

Teacher A appeared'to put the most effort into the establishment of 'routines

_

with the: lost success. Stulle o4en were confused about what they were to do.-success.

This confusion r suited in many questions and an .increase in the amount of time

it took to get an activity s,tarted.: She.seidom left the front of the room and

most of her contacts with individUal students were initiated by the student

rather than to teacher. 'There was tens4on in the room much` of the time.'

Threats and arguments between Students and teacher were not ncommon.

I

Conclusions

The data from this study suggest that he conventional wisdom releried tc

in the opening paragraph is both true and false. What teachers do during the
.

first few class. days appears to.haVe profound effects during later class sessions.

-Whether teacherS smile or talk tough, however, does not appear to be critical

.behaviors. Teacher A ilmost never smiled and frequently issued dire threats

and yet her plass-.had by far the greatest amount of deviant behavicfr. ,

Secondary sChOol classrooms are in many ways simpler than elementary

classrooms, They are characterized .by-whole-group insfnuctilon and seldom use

differentiated activities. -Students have learned nearly all pf the routines

s

and procedures needed and it.is Only some variation of these that needs tobe

taught. 'The.ability to describe clearly the.specific routines to be used, to



4

plan and implement activities that involve the student .and to coimmunicate
-

unambiguously to students teacher's expectation for -behavior seems to be

an essential prerequisite.for a class that runs smoothly and efficiently.

)
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